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Stereoscopic 3D Visual Discomfort Prediction:
A Dynamic Accommodation and
Vergence Interaction Model
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Abstract— The human visual system perceives 3D depth following sensing via its binocular optical system, a series of massively
parallel processing units, and a feedback system that controls
the mechanical dynamics of eye movements and the crystalline
lens. The process of accommodation (focusing of the crystalline
lens) and binocular vergence is controlled simultaneously and
symbiotically via cross-coupled communication between the two
critical depth computation modalities. The output responses of
these two subsystems, which are induced by oculomotor control,
are used in the computation of a clear and stable cyclopean
3D image from the input stimuli. These subsystems operate in
smooth synchronicity when one is viewing the natural world;
however, conflicting responses can occur when viewing stereoscopic 3D (S3D) content on fixed displays, causing physiological
discomfort. If such occurrences could be predicted, then they
might also be avoided (by modifying the acquisition process)
or ameliorated (by changing the relative scene depth). Toward
this end, we have developed a dynamic accommodation and
vergence interaction (DAVI) model that successfully predicts
visual discomfort on S3D images. The DAVI model is based
on the phasic and reflex responses of the fast fusional vergence
mechanism. Quantitative models of accommodation and vergence
mismatches are used to conduct visual discomfort prediction.
Other 3D perceptual elements are included in the proposed
method, including sharpness limits imposed by the depth of
focus and fusion limits implied by Panum’s fusional area. The
DAVI predictor is created by training a support vector machine
on features derived from the proposed model and on recorded
subjective assessment results. The experimental results are shown
to produce accurate predictions of experienced visual discomfort.
Index Terms— Stereoscopic 3D, accommodation vergence
mismatch, dynamic accommodation and vergence interaction
model, visual discomfort prediction.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

S

TEREOSCOPIC 3D (S3D) provides the illusion of depth
on two-dimensional flat displays causing viewers to experience a 3D effect by the projection of retinal disparities from
the left and right views. However, unnatural 3D input stimuli
provided to either or both of two of the main depth-sensing
modalities (stereopsis and depth-from-focus) can result in
conflicting cross-coupled interactions between the oculomotor
and crystalline lens control systems, thus causing experienced
visual discomfort and asthenopia. Accordingly, research on
the causes of, prediction of, and amelioration of symptoms
of physiological discomfort arising from viewing S3D content
has recently accelerated in the fields of video engineering,
ophthalmology, and vision science.
Several sources of visual discomfort when viewing S3D
contents have been studied. For example, Richardt et al. [1]
showed that asymmetric visual artifacts, such as binocular
rivalries arising from left-right inconsistencies, shower door
effects in non-photorealistic rendering, and random pixel noise
can cause visual discomfort. Kooi and Toet [2] demonstrated
that crosstalk and vertical disparity can also produce feelings
of visual discomfort. Sohn et al. [3] considered object size as
a factor that could potentially cause visual discomfort. They
found that when viewing an object of narrow width against a
large relative depth, severe visual discomfort can occur.
In this paper, we focus on the depth sensing from horizontal
disparity, because the most significant cause of discomfort
felt when viewing S3D are conflicts arising from accommodation and vergence mismatches (AVM) [4]–[7]. Several
studies have been devoted to analyzing AVM occurrences
in the context of interactions between the vergence and
accommodation subsystems [8], [9]. Emoto et al. [10] and
Okada et al. [11] showed that stereoscopic stimuli displayed
on flat-panel displays can create inconsistent vergence and
accommodation responses, which can give rise to AVM and
sensations of visual discomfort. These early studies examined
the effects on experienced visual discomfort of changes in
vergence relative to changes in accommodation in the absence
of retinal disparity, and conversely, changes in accommodation
relative to changes in vergence in the absence of retinal blur.
Other studies have been directed towards developing accommodation and vergence models based on the cross-coupled
relationship between the processes [12]–[15]. However, work
on the application-relevant problem of predicting the degree of
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visual discomfort that is experienced when viewing S3D, using
models of the cross-coupling and feedback mechanisms that
drive the dynamics of accommodation and vergence remain
scarce. Indeed, prior attempts to model and predict
S3D-induced visual discomfort have focused on analyzing excessive and relative depth presentations delivered by
S3D content. This is commonly done by analyzing estimated
(computed) disparity maps, without considering dynamic interactions between the accommodation and vergence processes or
the various 3D visual subsystems involved in implementing
them [16]–[20]. For example, Kim and Sohn [19] developed
a visual discomfort prediction algorithm that uses a computed
depth map, expressed in terms of disparity after calculating
relative and absolute depths. Choi et al. [18] constructed a
metric on horizontal disparity based on a computed depth
map, and used it to predict visual discomfort, but without
utilizing any models of human visual function. Qi et al. [20]
developed an objective model without feature regression by
estimating the joint entropy and mutual information between
two-view images. Previously, we developed a visual discomfort predictor using a model of local image bandwidth derived
from principles of physiological optics [21]. The predictor
developed there focuses on anomalies of blur when viewing
S3D. These are caused by conflicts occurring in a vergencedriven accommodation cross-link process, yet the relevant
control subsystems in the midbrain were not functionally
modeled. In a complementary direction, we also constructed
a neuronal model based on energy consumption when viewing S3D in primary and extrastriate visual cortex [22]. The
discomfort prediction model developed there relies on activity
measurements expressed as statistics of computed depth and
on established functional models of disparity tuning in neurons
in visual area MT.
The approach to the problem that we take here is
complementary to our previous models [21], [22]; we model
the physiological processes of accommodation and vergence
using four descriptive functional components, which are
embedded in a basic Schor system model (as explained
in detail in Sections II and III). These functions quantify
scenarios under which AVMs can occur [23]. Specifically,
the four components simultaneously describe limits imposed
by the depth of focus (DOF) and of stereopsis operating
under the limits of Panum’s fusional area as quantitative
functions of the stimulus: accommodation-to-accommodation (Fa2a ), vergence-to-accommodation (Fv2a ), vergence-tovergence (Fv2v ) and accommodation-to-vergence (Fa2v ). The
physiological mechanisms that underlie the definitions of those
four factors may be summarized as follows:
• Blur-driven accommodation Fa2a : This function models control of the crystalline lens and ciliary body, i.e.,
the accommodation response to bring an object to within
the DOF in order to achieve a sharp image of it.
• Fusional vergence Fv2v : This function models the
extraocular motor control that moves the two eyes in
opposite directions, such that a binocular image pair can
be fused into a single cyclopean image without diplopia.
This causes the vergence response to fall within Panum’s
fusional area, thereby allowing binocular fusion to occur.
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• Vergence-driven accommodation Fv2a : This function
models accommodation that is driven by the vergence
stimulus. Binocular disparity drives vergence movements, but also stimulates the accommodation response.
• Accommodation-driven vergence Fa2v : This function
models the vergence dynamic that is driven by the
accommodation stimulus. While the input stimulus of
focal distance is used to change the optical power
of the crystalline lens, it also stimulates the vergence
response.
The two functions Fa2a and Fv2v may be modeled as
mutually independent processes. However, accommodation
and vergence are not separate processes, and there is a
strong cross-coupling that, in our model, is expressed by the
functions Fv2a and Fa2v . These collaborative processes also
affect each other. Clear and comfortable vision is attained
by interactions between the processes represented by Fv2a
and Fa2v , which enable depth-consistent retinal focusing and
binocular fusion. As we will show, this functional model
makes it possible to predict visual discomfort levels that are
experienced when viewing S3D content, by expressing the
output response as a function of the input depth stimulus.
Modeling the dynamic feedback interactions between
accommodation and vergence improves our ability to create
algorithms that can accurately predict how human viewers
will react (physiologically) to S3D images.
We also incorporate factors that account for the DOF and
Panum’s fusional area, which place limits on accommodation
and vergence, respectively. We incorporate these into a model
that describes the interactions that occur between the accommodation and vergence processes. The limits on focal distance,
wherein only those objects that fall within a specific depth
range are perceived with sharp vision [24], [25]. Panum’s
fusional area is defined with respect to the horopter, as a depth
range within which S3D images can be fused into single, clear
‘cyclopean’ images without diplopia [26].
Using these concepts, we develop a binocular system
model that accepts S3D depth information as input. The
model describes cooperating processes of accommodation and
vergence, and thus we call it the Dynamic Accommodation
and Vergence Interaction (DAVI) model (and algorithm).
DAVI models the feedback and cross-linked processes of
accommodation and vergence, as well as limits on each of
these processes.
Under the DAVI model, given an input depth stimulus
(computed S3D depth), the measured S3D responses are used
to construct a set of response maps. These response maps
are analyzed and used to extract features that are predictive
of visual discomfort experienced when viewing S3D images.
Suitable perceptually relevant limits on these features are
imposed using a DOF based model of out-of-focus blur and a
model of Panum’s fusional area. The features extracted from
the response maps, along with subjective S3D image discomfort scores from a large public S3D database dedicated for this
purpose are used to train a support vector machine (SVM).
The resulting trained SVM achieves accurate visual discomfort prediction on the real S3D image content in this
database.
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Fig. 1. Overview concept of the DAVI discomfort prediction model: (a) Output responses to natural 3D depth stimuli. (b) Output responses to S3D depth
stimuli. When viewing S3D on a flat display the accommodation stimulus is fixed on the screen, while vergence adapts to the projected left-right disparities,
thereby creating a potential mismatch between the depth signals communicated by the two modalities.

II. M OTIVATION AND OVERVIEW OF DAVI M ODEL
To compute pixel disparities, we used the algorithm
of Tanimoto et al. [60]. The depth at each pixel of an
S3D image is obtained by triangulation of the computed pixel
disparities [18], [57]. The resulting depth map is then used as
the input stimulus to DAVI. This input stimulus is processed to
produce output accommodation and vergence response maps
that are computed using the DAVI transfer function model.
A. Model Output Depth Responses
Refer to Fig. 1(a), which depicts the relationship between
the accommodation and vergence processes when a real-world
3D environment is being viewed. In the figure, the responses
that are used in the DAVI system model are as defined below:
• Rna : accommodation output response that would be
expected when viewing a naturalistic 3D input depth
stimulus
• Rnv : expected vergence output response to a naturalistic
3D input depth stimulus
• Rsa : accommodation output response to a displayed S3D
input depth stimulus
• Rsv : vergence output response to a displayed S3D input
depth stimulus
• Rcm : conflict signal between the accommodation and
vergence responses to a displayed S3D (AVM) stimulus
The differences between the input depth stimuli and the
output responses Rna and Rnv induce feedback processes.
The output responses are also affected by the cross-linked
processes Fv2a and Fa2v that respond to the input stimuli.
When a normally sighted human views a natural 3D scene, the
processes of accommodation and vergence occur in a crosscoupled manner under simultaneous control, as depicted in
Fig. 2(a). When viewing such a natural 3D viewing environment, the input depth stimulus is synergistically carried
by both output responses Rnv and Rna via feedback from the
vergence and accommodation processes.
However, when a human views an S3D picture on a flat
display, accommodation remains at the display screen depth
even as vergence responds to virtual depths implied by the
given compulsory disparities. In other words, the input depth
stimuli for accommodation and vergence are different, as
depicted in Fig. 1(b), thereby inducing conflicting output
responses. The difference between
the accommodation and

vergence responses, Rcm =  Rsa − Rsv  (refer to Fig. 1)
causes accommodation-vergence mismatches when viewing

Fig. 2. Illustration of accommodation / vergence mismatch occurrences.
(a) The output responses to a natural 3D input depth stimulus are the same.
(b) Input depth stimulus when viewing S3D. Unlike vergence, the input
accommodation depth stimulus is fixed at a constant viewing distance.
(c) Accommodation and vergence control processes collaborate to achieve
a steady-state. (d) Model output responses to an S3D picture.

S3D pictures. As shown in Fig. 2(b), when viewing S3D,
the accommodation input stimulus is the distance between
the viewer and the (assumed planar) screen, so the eyes
accommodate to place the image of the fixation point, which
will always lie on the screen, into focus. Simultaneously, the
binocular disparities induce extraocular movements towards
fusing the object within the depth fields.
Fig. 2(c) depicts the dynamic interactions that occur
between the accommodation and vergence processes when
viewing S3D. The dashed circles represent the vergence input
depth stimuli, while the dashed lines indicate the accommodation input depth stimuli. Given the two different stimuli, the accommodation-driven vergence and vergence-driven
accommodation functions (Fa2v and Fv2a ) force the vergence
response towards the screen (accommodation input stimulus)
and the accommodation response towards the object (vergence input stimulus), respectively. Conversely, the fusional
vergence function Fv2v forces the vergence response towards
Panum’s fusional area, while the blur-driven accommodation function Fa2a forces the accommodation response to
lie within the DOF. Conflicts between these four functions
can cause disagreements
between
the accommodation and


vergence responses Rsa ≈ Rsv .
As a result, although perception of the stereoscopic image
may be achieved as a sharp cyclopean image (i.e., the
accommodation response lies within the DOF and the vergence response lies within Panum’s fusional area), differences
between the two different depth stimuli may still cause
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Fig. 3. Schor’s dual interaction model: gray-colored components are used
to construct the DAVI model of accommodation and vergence.

a non-zero AVM response Rcm , as depicted in Fig. 2(d). Such
a conflict may be maintained in a stabilized state, but with a
high metabolic cost, causing muscular fatigue, and ultimately,
visual discomfort. To be able to better predict the degree
of experienced visual discomfort, it is therefore desirable
to quantitatively model the dynamic feedback interactions
occurring during accommodation-vergence conflicts.
B. Dynamic Accommodation and Vergence Interaction Model
The DAVI model is based on Schor’s dual interaction model
of accommodation and vergence [23], which is depicted in
Fig. 3. As indicated at the lower part of the figure, the model
consists of two subprocesses, fast fusional vergence and slow
fusional vergence [27]–[29]. When an input depth stimulus
falls outside of natural perceptual limits, i.e., outside the DOF
(for accommodation) or outside Panum’s fusional area (for
vergence), the fast fusional vergence subsystem is aroused to
cross-stabilize the accommodation and vergence responses via
feedback.
The fast fusional vergence is associated with an immediate
response driven by phasic control. The phasic controller in
Fig. 3, which is part of the central nervous system [31],
plays the role of accumulating the input depth stimulus to
induce an output response. It is strongly affected by the
cross-coupling between accommodation and vergence [27].
Conversely, accommodation and vergence are partially a result
of voluntary and conscious processes of directed attention that
operate largely independent of the cross-link, and are instead
controlled by the intention of the viewer to experience a sharp
depth image at a specific point. The plant represents the ocular
motor movement system (the rectus muscles controlling eye
position, and the ciliary muscles controlling the thickness of
the crystalline lens), which is driven by signals issued from the
phasic controller, which partially determines the input stimulus
via the negative feedback loop. When feedback is provided to
change the plant, the controller attempts to reduce the error
between the desired and actual output responses [31]. The
blocks that represent thresholds implied by the DOF and by
Panum’s fusional area are nonlinear components of the Schor
model [31]. When this back and forth process is repeated over
a long interval (≈ 30 sec to several hours [27]), neural fatigue
accumulates in the tonic controller, which arouses the slow
fusional vergence to achieve adaptation at a given depth.
Unlike the fast fusional vergence, slow fusional vergence
is only associated with response adaptation. Importantly, this
subprocess is not cross-coupled with accommodation and
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Fig. 4. Transfer function representation of the dynamic accommodation/
vergence model.

reacts slowly to discrepancies between accommodation and
vergence [23], [37]. Therefore, for a given input S3D depth
stimulus, interactions between the accommodation and vergence processes mainly arise from the fast fusional vergence
responses. Thus DAVI models only factors related to the
adjustment of accommodation and vergence for fast fusional
vergence, as indicated by the gray boxes in Fig. 3. We will
utilize these subsystem models to develop functional features
that are predictive of AVM on viewed S3D pictures.
III. ACCOMMODATION AND V ERGENCE R ESPONSE
Next, we define each component of the DAVI model using
a Laplace-domain transfer function representation as summarized in Fig. 3. Four subsystem transfer functions are defined
that comprise the overall DAVI model: blur-driven accommodation, vergence-driven accommodation, accommodationdriven vergence, and fusional vergence.
A. Transfer Function of the DAVI Model
Fig. 4 shows a simplified version of the adapted Schor dual
interaction model, obtained by extracting the main elements
of Fig. 3 related to fast fusional vergence and the plant component. Each element of DAVI is modeled by a sub-transfer
function with parameters obtained from clinical experiments
on visual signaling. In this model, depth information is first
computed in the fast fusional disparity processing center, viz.,
the phasic controller [27]. The plant transmits signals to the
oculomotor system in response to integrated signals issued
from the phasic controller. Therefore, the phasic controller
and plant are modeled as an integrator as shown in Fig. 4.
We use a simple single-pole model of response saturation
without divergence and with negative feedback [27], [30]:
F(s) =

K
.
Ts + 1

(1)

Thus the phasic controller and plant are represented by a
first-order system (1), where K is the gain and T is the time
delay. As discussed in Section II, the voluntary response is
modeled as independently induced and is expressed using the
gain without the time delay. Each component in Fig. 4 is
modeled using data drawn from subjective tests, including the
first-order transfer function in (1) [27], [30]. Parameters used
in the model were obtained by regression on data taken from
the clinical subjective experiments [23], [27], [30].
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF A CCOMMODATION /V ERGENCE DYNAMIC M ODEL

The parameters of the transfer functions used to model
each system component are tabulated in Table I. The time
delay parameters T f , T p and Td are taken from the prior
studies [23], [31]. However, the gain parameters
K f , K v , and K p (substituting K in (1)) depend on the
viewer’s individuality and environment. Moreover, given that
the DAVI model is responsive to depth stimuli when viewing
S3D, while the tonic adaptation subsystem is excluded
from the basic Schor system model, the normative system
parameters require modification. Thus the gain parameter of
each component is separately adjusted in order to stabilize
the overall system response [32], [33].
In our model, the depth stimulus at any spatial image
coordinate is assumed to be constant over time from the
moment it is presented to the viewer, hence we take the
temporal input depth stimulus to be a simple step function.
The depth step response is used to analyze the oculomotor
system response to a static S3D stimulus [14], [34]. When
the input image is a naturalistic scene that is not viewed on a
screen, the accommodation and vergence stimuli will generally
remain in agreement, and a viewer with normal vision will be
able to comfortably view the input. Therefore, to determine the
proper gain parameters, given an input depth stimulus we force
the amplitudes of the input and the output to be the same at
steady state. For a natural scene, if the amplitude of the input
depth stimulus is assumed to be unity, i.e., a unit step function,
then the output response is also set to one. Thereby, the gain
parameters are determined in order to satisfy the following
constraint:
S (Fa2a (s)) + S (Fv2a (s)) = S (Fv2v (s)) + S (Fa2v (s)) = 1
(2)
where S(·) is a unit step function input depth stimulus,
and Fa2a (s), Fv2a (s), Fv2v (s), and Fa2v (s) are blur-driven
accommodation, vergence-driven accommodation, fusional
vergence, and accommodation-driven vergence transfer functions, respectively. Note that the accommodation and vergence
sub-responses can be summed to produce total responses [32].
The four transfer functions contained in the overall DAVI
model depicted in Fig. 4 can be formularized using the
parameters in Table I. It is difficult to quantify the negative feedback response of the closed-loop system, since it
is unrealistic to assume that a vergence (accommodation)
sub-system will produce a zero response to an accommodation (vergence) system feedback. To resolve this problem,
Jiang et al. [35] derived a linear model of binocular control
expressed as a closed-loop system. In regards to the

functionality of the model presented here, the model
of Jiang [35] is relevant to the definition of Fv2a .
Maxwell et al. [36] modeled the first- and second-order
relationships between the inputs and outputs of binocular accommodation and vergence systems. Our approach to
resolving this dilemma is to approximate the non-linear interactions between stimulus and response as the transfer function
of an open-loop system. This was accomplished using the
regression tool in Matlab/Simulink, yielding four 4t h order
transfer functions:
100s 2 + 420s + 80
(3)
s 4 + 30.27s 3 + 381.1s 2 + 2357s + 456.4
12s 3 + 239.2s 2 + 1914s + 373.4
Fv2v (s) = 4
(4)
s + 30.27s 3 + 381.1s 2 + 2357s + 456.4
60s 2 + 412s + 80
Fv2a (s) = 4
(5)
s + 30.27s 3 + 381.1s 2 + 2357s + 456.4
7.2s 3 + 197.3s 2 + 1906s + 373.4
Fa2a (s) = 4
. (6)
s + 30.27s 3 + 381.1s 2 + 2357s + 456.4
Here, the input variable is the depth information,
i.e., the computed distance from the viewer to an object.
The fast fusional vergence responses in Schor’s model are
thus expressed as a linear combination of the four transfer
functions (3), (4), (5), and (6). Similarly, the sum of the
responses Fa2v and Fv2v is the total vergence output response,
while the sum of the responses Fv2a and Fa2a is the total
output accommodation response. As explained in Section VI,
we validated (3)-(6) by comparing the responses of the
DAVI model to real subjective values obtained from clinical
experiments.
Fa2v (s) =

B. Responses Under the DAVI Model
1) Observation 1 (Natural 3D Responses): The output
response to a step input stimulus stabilizes to a steady state
after a short transient period. At steady state, the input and
output amplitudes are the same, which means that a human
viewer will comfortably process the input.
Fig. 5 depicts the output responses of the four functions
when a unit step function with a depth amplitude of 1.0 D
is applied to the input stimulus. Here, D (diopters) and
MA (meter angles) are the reciprocal of the stimulus distance in meters. Fig. 5(a) represents the fusional vergence
response S (Fv2v (s)) to a step vergence input stimulus, the
accommodation-driven vergence response S (Fa2v (s)) to a step
accommodation input stimulus, and the total vergence output
response S (Fv2v (s)) + S (Fa2v (s)) for both stimuli. After a
short transient period, the output vergence and accommodation
responses become identical to each other at depth amplitudes
of 1.0 MA and 1.0 D. Note that the cross-coupled feedback
process between the accommodation and vergence subsystems
is assumed to occur under a natural 3D viewing condition.
2) Observation 2 (Displayed Stereoscopic 3D Responses):
Because of the difference between the input depth stimuli for
accommodation and vergence, there exists a conflict between
the associated output responses. Hence, the steady-state amplitude responses of accommodation and vergence are not equal
to the input depth stimulus.
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Fig. 5. Step response (amplitude of the step input stimulus is unity) of
the accommodation and vergence dynamic sub-system models (a) vergence
step responses (fusional vergence Fv2v , accommodation-driven vergence
Fa2a , and their sum), (b) accommodation step responses (vergence-driven
accommodation Fv2a , blur-driven accommodation Fa2a , and their sum).

Fig. 5(b) depicts the blur-driven accommodation response
S (Fa2a (s)) to a step accommodation stimulus, the vergencedriven accommodation response S (Fv2a (s)) to a step vergence
stimulus, and the total accommodation response S (Fa2a (s)) +
S (Fv2a (s)). In Fig. 6, a temporal unit step function vergence
stimulus is also applied, while the accommodation stimulus
is held fixed at the viewing distance of 0.58 D (1.7 meter),
which is three times the display height, in accordance with the
recommended viewing environment [38], [39]. When viewing
S3D on a display screen, the eyes adjust the focal length to
the screen depth to bring the image displayed on the screen
into sharp focus on the retina. Thus, the accommodation
depth, or viewing distance, is fixed to be the input stimulus.
As mentioned in Section II, the different types of depth stimuli
when viewing displayed S3D pictures induce mismatches of
accommodation and vergence.
IV. M AP C ONSTRUCTION
In this section, we describe how to obtain relevant feature
maps that are combined into overall DAVI responses for a
given S3D depth stimulus. The DAVI responses are computed at every spatial coordinate, but are weighted using a
3D saliency index. The maps also account for limits implied
by the DOF and by Panum’s fusional area.
A. DAVI Response Map Construction
The DAVI system input is depth information computed
from S3D images, which is then transformed into

Fig. 6.
Step response (amplitude of step input stimulus is unity for
vergence and viewing distance for accommodation) of the accommodation
and vergence dynamic models (a) vergence step responses (fusional vergence
Fv2v , accommodation-driven vergence Fa2a , and their sum), (b) accommodation step responses (vergence-driven accommodation Fv2a , blur-driven
accommodation Fa2a , and their sum).

Fig. 7.
Response map construction: the SR maps Mas and Mvs use
the viewing distance and the depth map as the input depth stimulus for
accommodation and vergence, respectively. The CR map is obtained from
the two SR maps.

a set of 2D feature maps that capture the following
information:
• SR maps: Of the displayed S3D responses Rsa and Rsv
• CR map: Of the conflict S3D responses Rcm (AVM)
1) Stereoscopic Response (SR) Maps: The SR maps
represent the output responses induced by processes of
accommodation and vergence when viewing the displayed
S3D image. Fig. 7 is the flow diagram depicting the construction of the SR maps from an input depth stimulus.
The binocular visual system synchronously controls the
accommodation and vergence processes via cross-coupled signaling and feedback [40]. Therefore, when a natural 3D image
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Fig. 8. (a) Original stereoscopic image (left image) from the IEEE-SA database. (b) Computed depth map. (c) Stereoscopic vergence response map Mvs .
(d) Stereoscopic accommodation response map Mas . (e) AVM map Mm
c .

is viewed, the accommodation and vergence responses are
harmonized with each other, reaching a steady state after a
short duration. However, when viewing S3D, the focus is
assumed to be fixed on the display screen. Therefore, the
input depth stimulus for accommodation is a constant viewing
distance V , hence the input accommodation depth stimulus is
independent of the depths obtained from stereoscopic disparity.
Of course, the input vergence depth stimulus is closely related
to the depths implicit in the stereoscopic image, causing the
viewer to experience artificial depths.
Since the S3D stimulus is given from the moment of
viewing it, it can be assumed that the vergence input depth
stimulus at each point is a step function with a constant depth
amplitude over time. Hence, the estimated depth map Dv (x, y)
can be interpreted as a sequence of 1-D temporal values over
2D space. Thus, the depth map can be expressed as Dv (x,y)
,
s
since the depth value at each pixel is constant once viewing
of an S3D image commences. Based on this assumption, we
construct two SR maps which consist of S3D responses:


Dv (x, y)
v
−1 V
· Fa2v (s) +
· Fv2v (s) (t).
Ms (x, y) = lim L
t →∞
s
s
(7)


Dv (x, y)
a
−1 V
· Fa2a (s)+
· Fv2a (s) (t).
Ms (x, y) = lim L
t →∞
s
s
(8)
Unlike Fv2a and Fv2v , the input depth stimulus for
Fa2v (s) and Fa2a (s) is the viewing distance V , which may
be expressed as Vs in the Laplace domain.
As a result, the input depth stimulus for accommodation is
different from that for vergence, which leads to a difference
in the output response obtained from a corresponding natural
3D environment. The SR maps Mvs and Mas are computed
using (8) and (9) at each pixel (x, y) of the image.
Figs. 8(c) and (d) are the SR maps corresponding to the
image in Fig. 8(a). Fig. 8(c) is the SR map Mvs for vergence,
while Fig. 8(d) is the SR map Mas for accommodation.

Brighter regions are closer to the viewer. Because the input
depth stimulus is V , Mvs generally has a lower response value
than Mvn (closer to screen) for negative depth. Additionally,
Mas has a lower response value than Man for negative depth,
since vergence-driven accommodation induces negative feedback to Man owing to the fixed input accommodation depth
stimulus V .
2) Conflict Response (CR) Map: Viewing S3D on a flat
display screen induces different accommodation and vergence
responses relative to viewing a natural 3D environment.
It accounts for any disagreement between the two responses,
and this quantity is an important discomfort feature. The
CR map representing such AVM is defined as the absolute
difference between the two SR maps:
 v

a


(9)
Mm
c (x, y) = Ms (x, y) − Ms (x, y) .
The human visual system attempts to force the responses to
lie within the DOF and Panum’s fusional area, driven by the
blur-driven accommodation process and by fusional vergence.
However, when viewing S3D, AVM inevitably occurs, which
can lead to visual discomfort.
Fig. 8(e) shows an example of the CR map, where brighter
regions represent larger conflicts. By contrast, in darker
regions, the conflict between the accommodation and vergence
responses is less severe or negligible, i.e., the depths are close
to the 2D screen with zero disparity.
B. Depth of Focus and Panum’s Fusional Area
In the basic Schor model, limits imposed by the DOF and
Panum’s fusional area are applied prior to the phasic controller.
These constraints on the binocular system induce control of the
crystalline lens and of the oculomotor system according to the
level of input stimuli. These non-linear functions are employed
to obtain features relevant to the prediction of visual discomfort, since certain effects are not easily detectable when only
using models of the statistics of computed depth. In Schor’s
model, these thresholds were set as fixed values [23].
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Fig. 9. (a) Original stereoscopic image (left image). (b) Out-of-focus image for an assumed blur. The chair is in the focused region, while the region outside
the DOF is perceived as blurry. (c) OF map Md (x, y) using (11). Bright regions represent blurry objects. (d) Diplopic image based on Panum’s fusional
area. The book is at the fixation point, while the region out of Panum’s fusional area is perceived with ‘double vision’. (e) Detected salient region. (f) PF
map M p (x, y) using (19). Brighter regions are considered as fused (cyclopean).

However, using fixed values results in hard decisions which
may be inaccurate. To overcome such a drawback, we construct 2D feature maps utilizing a continuous model of outof-focus blur and of Panum’s fusional area.
• OF map: Of the degree of out-of-focus starting from
the focal distance
• PF map: Of Panum’s fusional area representing how
well the 3D object is fused
1) Out-of-Focus (OF) Map: The human visual system
attempts to induce a shift of accommodation that agrees with
the vergence input depth stimulus as expressed by Fv2a .
Conversely, the human visual system attempts to perceive a
sharp image by situating accommodation within the DOF Fa2a
in the direction of the screen [41].
The DOF represents a tolerance range around the focal
distance that allows a viewer to perceive sharp vision.
Additionally, the DOF serves as a threshold on the output
accommodation response and can be used to form a “zone of
comfort” [42]. When accommodation focuses on an object, the
light that passes through the crystalline lens is concentrated
at the fovea; thereby the object is sharply perceived, while
regions outside the DOF are perceived with blur. Because
focus is not perfectly achieved at a given point, a disk called
the circle of confusion is defined [24].
Fig. 9(b) depicts a blurry region outside of the DOF when
using the depth map shown in Fig. 8(b) with accommodation
focused on the screen, unlike the original stereoscopic image in
Fig. 9(a) that provides a sharp view throughout. Prior clinical
measurements have determined that the zone of comfort occurs
over a finite region, e.g., within a range of ±0.33D based on
an assumed fixed viewing distance [5]. However, a continuous
model of the circle of confusion presents advantages for
analysis. Towards this end, we construct a circle of confusion
model on the retina using a thin-lens system based on accommodation, as depicted in Fig. 10. The focal length f is related
to the distance from the fixation point and the nodal distance s

Fig. 10. Circle of confusion geometry in 3D. Generally, the pupil diameter
r ≈ 3 mm and the nodal distance s ≈ 16 mm [43].

by V1 + 1s = 1f . When viewing an S3D picture on a flat screen,
the viewing distance V is fixed for accommodation because
the fixation point is on the screen. The diameter of the circle
of confusion can then be expressed as follows [24], [44]:

 s  

1 − V 
σ =r
(10)

V
D
where D is the depth created by stereopsis when a point on
an object has disparity, and where r is the pupil diameter.
Since the eye accommodates to the fixation point at viewing
distance V , an object on the screen is imaged on the retina
in sharp focus. However, when another object has an implied
3D depth away from the screen that has been focused on, i.e.,
the fixation point, it is perceived as blurry. The diameter of
the circle of confusion σ captures occurrences of out-of-focus
blur. The OF map Md is defined at each pixel (x, y) in terms
of the diameter of the circle of confusion σ :
Md (x, y) = σ (x, y) .

(11)

Fig. 9(c) shows the OF map Md for the image in Fig. 9(a).
Darker regions are coded as closer to the screen. Brighter
regions portend an increased likelihood of AVM occurrences.
2) Panum’s Fusional (PF) Area Map: Panum’s fusional
area places a threshold on vergence stimuli that determines
whether an object can be fused with single vision. It is
defined with respect to the horopter, which is a hypothetical
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Fig. 11.
Definition of horopter and angular disparity in a stereoscopic
geometry. The dashed circle is the horopter. The angles θ f and θa on
the horopter are the same. Such objects are perceived with single vision.
By contrast, the angle θb on the horopter causes diplopia.

circle that connects three points (the fixation point on an
object and the two nodal points of the eyes) [45]. The red
circle in Fig. 11 depicts the Vieth-Muller circle, which is
the theoretical horopter. A visual angle on the horopter is
equal to θ f at the fixation point, and a point on an object on
this circle is perceived with single vision. Then, the angular
disparity is θ = |θ f − θ |, where θ is the projection angle
between the two eyes of an object not lying at the fixation
point. An object outside of this circle, such as an object having
angle θb , will not be fused, and would be perceived with
double vision (diplopia), similar to Fig. 9(d).
When a stereoscopic image provides excessive depth, visual
discomfort can be caused by diplopia. To establish Panum’s
fusional area given a fixation point, salient regions should be
preferentially processed. Towards this goal, we deploy the 3D
saliency detection technique described in Kim et al. [57]. The
predicted visual fixation points are used to define a reference
angular disparity, or horopter [58], [59]. Fig. 9(e) shows salient
regions computed from the image in Fig. 9(a).
Diplopia arises continuously with distance from the
horopter. A sudden change does not occur from a sense of
single vision to one of double vision as vergence goes beyond
the proximal distance and the distal distance limitation for
angular disparity. Therefore, we employ a continuous model
of Panum’s fusional area based on the angular disparity θ
to construct the PF map [46]:

M p (x, y) =

⎧
⎨1,

(0 ≤ θ ≤ b)
(12)
θ (x, y) − b
⎩exp −
, (b < θ )
c

where b represents the threshold below which the viewer
retains single vision, and c is a constant that affects the decay
of the weight decrement (here b = 0 and c = 0.62 as was
used [46], [58]). Fig. 9(f) shows the PF map constructed using
the image in Fig. 9(a). The viewer is predicted to be able to
fuse the stereoscopic image more easily in brighter regions
than in darker areas. The value of the PF map peaks at zero
disparity where the viewer feels most comfortable.

The DAVI model utilizes features that are predictive of
experienced visual discomfort when viewing S3D pictures.
These are derived from the histograms of the three types of
constructed maps: OF, PF and CR, for each pair of stereoscopic images.
Several authors have studied the effects that the depth
category has on the level of visual discomfort felt when
viewing S3D [16]–[19]. Generally, depths associated with
positive disparities, i.e., behind the display screen (which is
assumed to have zero disparity) are associated with higher
levels of comfort than depths associated with negative disparities (i.e., in front of the screen). Therefore, separate positive
and negative disparity associated mean depths are calculated
from each map’s histogram:
1  h
M (n)
(13)
m̄ + (M(x, y)) = +
n̄
n>0
1  h
m̄ − (M(x, y)) = −
M (n)
(14)
n̄
n<0

m̄ +

(m̄ − )

where
is the mean depth associated with positive
(negative) disparities, n̄ + (n̄ − ) is the total number of pixels
associated with positive (negative) disparities, M(x, y) is the
map, and Mh is the histogram of M.
Relative depth is defined as the ratio between positive and
negative depths. When the relative depth ratio is large, feelings
of visual discomfort are more likely to occur [4], [6], [47].
By using (13) and (14), the relative depth can be calculated as:
γ̄ (M(x, y)) =

m̄ + (M(x, y))
m̄ − (M(x, y))

(15)

We also deploy a measure of depth dispersion, obtained as
σ̄ (M(x, y)) =

1
max (M(x, y))

2
1  h
×
M (n) − m̄ (M(x, y)) ,
n̄ n

(16)

where n̄ and m̄ (M(x, y)) are the total number of pixels and
the mean value of M(x, y), respectively.
Finally, it is known that the most severe impairments of
an image or video can have a dominant effect on the overall
perceived quality, an observation that is often used to improve
objective 2D picture and video quality analyzers [48], [54].
Similarly, we have observed that the likelihood that visual
discomfort will occur is increased by the presence of regions
containing unusual depth characteristics. Towards quantifying
and capturing these spatially localized occurrences, the upper
pt h percentiles (averages) of the histograms of each map are
calculated for both positive and negative depths. We define the
upper (mean) pt h percentile and the lower (1 − p)t h percentile
1 
Mh (n)
(17)
m̄ +
p (M(x, y)) = +
n̄ p
+
n>n p

m̄ −
p (M(x, y)) =

1 
Mh (n)
n̄ −
p
−
n<n p

(18)
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Fig. 12. Histogram of computed depth feature maps from the original stereoscopic image in Fig. 9 : (a) out-of-focus map Md , (b) Panum’s fusional area
map M p and (c) conflict AVM response map Mm
c .

where superscripts ‘+’ and ‘−’ indicate that the percentiles are
−
computed over positive (negative) depths. Likewise, n̄ +
p (n̄ p ) is
the number of p-percentile pixels at positive (negative) depths.
+
−
−
In short, n̄ +
p = n̄ · p/100 and n̄ p = n̄ · p/100, respectively.
In our implementation, we used p = 5 [21], [22]. Fig. 12
shows example histograms of each type of map computed from
the original stereoscopic image in Fig. 9.
Using (13)-(18), the above-defined four features are
extracted from each map and compared with the learned
model using a classifier (SVM) along with the mean opinion
scores (MOS) obtained from a subjective assessment study.
The extracted features can be categorized as descriptive of
the implied DOF, of Panum’s fusional area (PF) and of DAVI
features. The 12 features are summarized below.
• OF features (3 features)
−
 m̄ +
p (Md ), m̄ p (Md ) and σ̄ (Md ): Features extracted
from the OF map Md capture the degree of perceived sharpness in the stereoscopic image.
• PF features (3 features)
 m̄ +
m̄ −
and σ̄ (M p ): Features
p (M p ),
p (M p )
extracted from the PF map M p are predictive
of how easily the stereoscopic image pair can be
fused.
• DAVI features (6 features)
−
m
+
m
−
m
 m̄ + (Mm
c ), m̄ (Mc ), m̄ p (Mc ) and m̄ p (Mc ):
Features extracted from the AVM CR map Mm
c
correlate highly with the degree of AVM caused by
S3D perception.
 γ̄ (Mvs ) and γ̄ (Mas ): Features extracted from the
accommodation and vergence SR maps Mas and
Mvs capture the perceived relative depth when viewing S3D.
VI. P ERFORMANCE OF THE DAVI M ODEL
A. Verification of the DAVI Model
We compared the predictions of the DAVI model to the
numerical results of previous clinical experiments on the
oculomotor responses of human viewers of S3D content.
Fukushima et al. measured the responses of 8 subjects when
unbalanced accommodation and vergence stimuli were provided [49]. To analyze oculomotor synergies, they examined
the individual dynamic responses to the unbalanced stimuli.
They also defined a response differential expressed as the
difference between the initial response and the mean of the
static steady-state response (response differential = initial
response - static response). The initial response is the first

Fig. 13. Definition of response differential for an unbalanced stimulus [49].
The dashed and bold-dashed lines represent the input stimuli and the maximum response, respectively. The initial response is the maximum local
response value after the unbalanced stimulus begins. The static response
appears at steady state. The response differential represents the difference
between the two responses.

local maximum response value. This indicates the amount
of overshoot immediately after the input depth is presented.
The static response was defined as the average response from
2.5 to 3 seconds (at steady-state) after the onset of the
unbalanced stimulus.
Fig. 13 depicts an example response to a 1.0 D step
unbalanced stimuli. When a vergence depth stimulus that is in
conflict with the accommodation depth is input, the maximum
response value appears after a short period, following which
the 3D vision system attempts to stabilize the response via
feedback. It is known that the static response at steady
state is generally significantly different from the initial input
depth stimulus. The response differential is the difference
between these responses. In [11] and [49], a practical input
depth stimuli was used to study accommodation and vergence
responses was 2.0 D (0.5 meter) and 3.0 MA (0.33 meter).
Fig. 14 shows the simulated accommodation and vergence
output responses under the DAVI model when 2.0 D and
3.0 MA are used as the levels of as the accommodation

1
1
and
 profiles 2 S(Fa2a ) + 3 S(Fv2a ) and
 1 vergence 1input step
2 S(Fa2v ) + 3 S(Fv2v ) , in agreement with the parameters
used in the clinical experiments in [49]. The accommodation
(vergence) output response of the clinical experiment matches
the total response of both the blur-driven accommodation function Fa2a and the vergence-driven accommodation function
Fv2a (fusional vergence function Fv2v and accommodationdriven vergence function Fa2v ) defined earlier.
Fig. 14 shows that the response behavior of the DAVI model
is similar to that of the clinical results in Fukushima’s research,
when the input depth stimuli for accommodation and vergence
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TABLE II
R ESPONSES M EASURED F ROM THE DAVI M ODEL AND F ROM C LINICAL E XPERIMENTS [49]

Fig. 14. Matching the responses of the DAVI model with the responses
defined in Fukushima’s research [49]. The dashed lines represent maximum
response and the response at initial state.

are 2.0 D and 3.0 MA (unbalanced stimuli), respectively [49].
In the DAVI simulation, the amplitudes of the accommodation
and vergence static responses were 0.17 D and 0.81 MA. The
mean accommodation and vergence responses of the subjects
were 0.52 ± 0.26 D and 1.00 ± 0.13 MA [49]. In addition, the
accommodation and vergence response differential values were
0.14 D and 0.12 MA in the DAVI simulation, while the mean
responses in the clinical experiments were 0.11 ± 0.05 D and
0.17 ± 0.11 MA. The individual responses of the subjects and
the results of the DAVI simulation are summarized in Table II.
As a way of validating the DAVI model, we compared
the static response and the response differential data obtained
in the clinical experiments on 8 subjects as reported by
Fukushima et al. [49], with the results of the DAVI simulation.
Overall, the temporal response tendency, response differential
and static responses delivered by the DAVI model track
the subjective responses measured in the clinical experiment.
The numerical model follows a similar trend to that of the
subjective data, which reflects the dynamics occurring in the
accommodation and vergence mechanism.
B. Visual Discomfort Prediction Results
Just as it is standard procedure to test the performance
of image and video quality prediction models against human
opinions [50], so also 3D discomfort prediction performance
needs to be gauged against the gold standard reference of
human subjective judgments of experienced visual discomfort
when viewing S3D images. We conducted a subjective study
on the degree of visual discomfort experienced by human
viewers of S3D pictures using stereo image pairs from the
IEEE-SA stereo image database, which consists of 800 S3D

image pairs that were obtained using a PANASONIC
AG-3DA1 twin-lens camera [22], [51]. The size of each image
is 1920 × 1080 pixels. The subjective discomfort assessment
experiment was conducted in a laboratory environment as
prescribed by the current recommendation for conducting subjective studies [38]. Twenty-eight subjects participated in the
subjective evaluation whose ages ranged from 22 to 38 years.
Each participant was naive in regards to concepts in the
3D image processing field [22]. The number of subjects was
about twice the standardized recommendation [38]. Since the
IEEE-SA stereo image database contains a large number of
S3D image pairs, we divided the subjective test into nine
sessions, one training session and eight testing sessions. In the
training session, each participant was instructed regarding the
methodology of the test and of the general range of discomfort
levels by showing them 20 S3D pairs exhibiting the broad
range of disparities in the database. In each testing session,
100 randomly shuffled S3D image pairs were evaluated [22].
Each S3D image pair was displayed for 10 seconds. A rest
period of 10 minutes was inserted between each pair of consecutive sessions to avoid the accumulation of visual fatigue.
Each participant was asked to assign a visual comfort score
without supplying any additional cues. The allowable scores
ranged from 1 = extremely uncomfortable to 5 = very comfortable. The subjective scores were collected using a tablet
PC [56], thereby enhancing the reliability of the subjective test
results. Four outliers were discarded in accordance with the
recommendation and the collected mean opinion score (MOS)
was then normalized [22], [38]. A 46 inch polarized 3D display
was used and the viewing distance was set to about 1.7 meters
which is three times the display height [38], [39]. The ratio of
the luminance of the inactive screen to its peak luminance was
less than 0.02. The ratio of the luminance of the screen (when
displaying only the black level in a completely dark room)
to peak white was about 0.01. The ratio of the luminance
of the background behind the picture monitor to the peak
luminance of the picture was about 0.15. The luminance levels
were measured using a KONICA MINOLTA CA-310. Other
sources of room illumination were negligible.
Performance evaluation was done using the linear
correlation coefficient (LCC), the Spearman rank order
correlation coefficient (SROCC), and the root mean square
error (RMSE) relative to the MOS recorded during the
subjective assessment task. SVM was used to create a
regression model that captures the relationship between the
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TABLE III
LCC FOR 2000 T RIALS OF R ANDOMLY C HOSEN T RAIN AND T EST S ETS

Fig. 15. Mean LCC performance of DAVI predictor as a function of the
percentage of the training set.
TABLE IV
SROCC FOR 2000 T RIALS OF R ANDOMLY C HOSEN T RAIN AND T EST S ETS

TABLE V
RMSE FOR 2000 T RIALS OF R ANDOMLY C HOSEN T RAIN AND T EST S ETS

discomfort-predictive feature vectors and the MOS values. The
SVM was implemented using the linear kernel of the libSVM
package [52], and the feature vectors were learned by the
cross-validation method. The training set (for each train-test
iteration) consisted of 640 image pairs (80% of the database)
obtained by random selection, while the test set consisted of
the remaining 160 image pairs (20% of the database). The
learning process was also conducted on previous competitive
models for fair comparison.
We compared the DAVI predictor with previous models
developed by Yano et al. [16], Nojiri et al. [17],
Choi et al. [18], and Kim and Sohn [19], the 3D
accommodation-vergence mismatch (3DAVM) predictor [21]
and the 3D visual discomfort predictor (3DVDP) [22].
To better understand the contributions of the various elements
of the DAVI predictor, we also compared the performance of
each subset of OF features, PF features, and the DAVI features
in isolation from the other subsets. Tables III, IV and V show
the performance of the tested models in terms of LCC, SROCC
and RMSE, respectively. Clearly, each subset of proposed
features is strongly predictive of visual discomfort, and when
combined, exhibit significantly improved performance.
In order to study the degree of dependency of the performance of the model on the proportion between the training and
testing sets, we measured the mean values of the LCCs over
2000 trials as a function of the percentage that was the training
set as it ranged from 10% to 80% in 5% increments. Fig. 15
shows that the DAVI predictor is not strongly dependent on

the percentage of the overall database that is the training set.
The performance difference varies less than 4% even as the
percentage of entire database that is comprised by the training
set is increased from 15% to 80%.
In order to study the degree of statistical significance of the
proposed method, we conducted F-tests on the errors between
the MOS and the predicted scores. The model residual R was
used to test the statistical efficacy of the predictions against
the MOS values as:
R = {Q i − MOSi , i = 1, 2, . . . , NT }

(19)

where Q i is the i t h predicted score. The F-test was used
to test one prediction model against another at the 95%
significance level (i.e., at a p = 0.05 and critical F-value
of 1.2991) and the results are tabulated in Table VI. A symbol
“1” (“0”) indicates the performance of the model in the
row is superior (inferior) to the model in the column, while
“−” indicates equivalence. The results show that all of the
component features of the DAVI model contribute to the
visual discomfort prediction power of the model. Moreover,
the DAVI predictor is significantly superior to the methods
of Yano et al. [16], Nojiri et al. [17], Choi [18] et al., and
Kim and Sohn [19]. Although the features of the DAVI predictor yield performance that is statistically equivalent to that of
the recently developed 3DAVM [21] and 3DVDP models [22]
at the 95% significant level, the DAVI method uses features
that are different from, and complementary to those used in
the other models. Table VII shows the mean LCC, SROCC
and RMSE values over 2000 train-test trials by combining the
proposed DAVI features including OF and PF with each of the
previous models. The performances in every case are significantly improved compared to those of Tables III, IV and V.
However, the combined models do not provide predictive
performance that exceeds that of OF+PF+DAVI used in
isolation. The results strongly indicate that the DAVI model
effectively captures key factors predictive of visual discomfort
that occurs when viewing S3D that are complementary to the
other models.
C. Discussion
The simulation results indicate that the trained DAVI predictor achieves improved performance relative to existing models,
which largely depend on measurements on excessive
and relative disparities and other statistics of the computed depth, whereas deeper perceptual model features are
absent [16]–[19]. While prior perceptual models have been
deployed including models of the disparity tuning curves of
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R ESULTS OF F-T EST P ERFORMED ON THE M ODEL R ESIDUALS B ETWEEN P REDICTED D ISCOMFORT S CORES AND
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TABLE VII
P ERFORMANCE OF 2000 T RIALS BY C OMBINING F EATURES OF THE
P ROPOSED (DAVI+OF+PF) W ITH P REVIOUS M ODELS

neurons in visual area MT and of local visual 3D bandwidth
derived using principles of physiological optics [21], [22],
the DAVI model complements these other recent models.
Unlike other methods, the DAVI features capture potential
conflicts between the cross-coupled accommodation and vergence control mechanisms when viewing S3D by quantitatively modeling oculomotor control mechanisms which are
highly correlated with recorded human judgments of 3D visual
discomfort.
While we have focussed on objective factors that are
specifically predictive of visual discomfort experienced when
viewing S3D, other factors also affect the overall quality of
experience such as perceptual depth quality, image distortions
arising from coding, texture gradients, perspective and occlusion. However, these factors need to be deeply analyzed in
regards to their contribution to experienced visual discomfort.
Looking forward, we plan to extend the DAVI model to be able
to analyze and exploit temporal variations of S3D responses,
such as adaptation and accumulation of fatigue. Towards
this end, quantitative modeling of the slow fusional vergence
subsystem in Schor’s model would be valuable. We expect
that such an approach would be useful for predicting visual
discomfort not only on stationary S3D, but also on 3D videos.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We explored a novel, physiologically inspired approach to
the problem of predicting visual discomfort on S3D viewing.
Dynamic physiological responses to viewed S3D pictures
must be analyzed by accounting for the interactions that
occur between the processes of accommodation and vergence.
By suitably characterizing these responses, it is possible to
more reliably predict 3D visual discomfort. This is accomplished in the DAVI model, which derives from the dual interaction transfer function model of Schor. The DAVI predictor
exemplifies the manner by which physiological responses can
be predicted from estimated S3D depth maps.
In the future, we plan to extend this work to encompass the
experience of visual discomfort that is felt when viewing S3D

motion pictures (videos). A number of models for predicting
video quality have been proposed [53], [55], [63], [64],
but only a few have been proposed for predicting the quality of S3D viewing in terms of the degree of experienced
visual discomfort [61], [62]. This much deeper problem will
benefit by incorporating physiology-based temporal models of
neuromuscular responses in the oculomotor system as well as
functional models of space-time 3D perception to create an
approach that can predict human responses to time-varying
3D content. Towards this goal, we would develop specialpurpose features for 3D video to capture the influence of
dynamic parameters related to object and camera motion.
We also envision creating a database of videos with timevarying disparity statistics and human subject scores on them,
similar to the study in [65], which deployed time-varying
distortions. We envision that such predictive models would
be useful for analyzing discomfort experienced when viewing
3D cinema, and could be useful for generating guidelines for
cinematic stereographers.
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